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ABSTRACT 

To extract participants of an event instance, it is necessary to identify all the sentences that 

describe the event instance. The set of all sentences referring to the same event instance are said 

to be corefering each other. Our proposed approach formulates the event coreference resolution 

as a graph based clustering model. It identifies the corefering sentences using minimum cut 

(mincut) based on similarity score between each pair of sentences at various levels such as 

trigger word similarity, time stamp similarity, entity similarity and semantic similarity. It 

achieves good B-Cubed F-measure score with some loss in recall.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Automatic content extraction (ACE) programme supports automatic processing of source 

language data. ACE [1, 21] defines three basic kinds of information to be extracted from natural 

language text such as entities, relations and events. An Event is a specific occurrence involving 

participants. An Event is something that happens. Event extent is the sentence in which the event 

is described. Event trigger is the word in the sentence that clearly expresses the occurrence of an 

event. An event comprises event participants, which are the entities that participate in the event 

with different roles.  

To extract the participants of the event it is necessary to identify set of sentences describing the 

same event instance. The set of sentences referring to an event instance are said to be corefering 

each other. Generally, event coreference resolution problem is considered as either pair-wise 

event coreference resolution or coreference chaining. Pair-wise event coreference resolution 

identifies whether the given pair of sentences corefer each other or not whereas, coreference 

chaining identifies group of corefering sentences. As our motive is to identify all sentences 

describing an event instance for further processing i.e. to extract its participants, our approach 

treats the problem as coreference chaining problem.  

Table.1 shows the set of sentences talking about the same event instance of event type Contact: 

Meet from which the participants such as [Entity-arg: Kofi Annan and Mohammed Al-Douri, 

Time: Thursday] are to be extracted.  It is necessary to group all these corefering sentences to 

extract its participants. 

 

The remaining sections of the paper are organized as follows. The next section describes the 

related work in the field of event coreference resolution. Section 3 provides a description of graph 

based modelling of our problem, section 4 explains the similarity score calculation, Section 5 

explains experimental setup, results, discussions and Section 6 concludes the paper. 
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Table 1. The set of sentences talking about the same event instance of event type Contact: Meet 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. BACKGROUND 

Even though entity coreference resolution problem was attempted by many researchers such as 

[19], event coreference resolution was not received much attention. Earlier work on event 

coreference resolution [14] identified corefering sentences based on semantic score and attribute 

score after semantic role labeling which was understood as annotating participants of the event. 

Later David Ahn [8] treated the problem as a classification problem with rich set of features. 

Zhen Chen et al [6] proposed an agglomerative clustering approach to solve the event coreference 

resolution problem by considering the features based on event participants and attributes. An 

active mention is merged with the prior event based on probability identified using MaxEnt 

model. Naughton. M [18] solved coreference resolution using SVM classifier and hierarchical 

agglomerative clustering.  Zhen Chen et al [4] treated this problem as graph clustering and no 

coreference resolution scores have been reported. They constructed coreference matrix by 

matching event participants and trigger word. C.A. Bejan et al [7] proposed an unsupervised 

Bayesian model for solving the problem using lexical, wordnet features and semantic features. 

The semantic features include the annotations of the text with argument roles. A. Elkhlifih et al 

[26] used a similarity measurement FSIM which combines the similarity between sentences and 

the distance between them. Peifeng Li et al [29] applied hierarchical clustering algorithm to 

cluster event mentions based on plain features and structured features.  

 

McConky et al [24] proposed an approach that finds event coreference based on the combination 

of the similarity of the two event descriptions based on vector space model, the similarity of 

location and time. They used dynamic weighting approach to combine the three similarity scores 

together. Heeyoung Lee et al [25] constructs clusters of entity and event mentions using features 

based on semantic role dependencies and linear regression for merging clusters.  

 

Motivated by [6] which concluded that the contribution of event participants in event coreference 

resolution is lesser, by [27] which argue that the processing sentences individually for event 

extraction cause ambiguity and event participants needs to be identified after collecting all the 

sentences referring to the same event instance, we propose an approach that, 

  

Four Event Mentions (EM1) of type {Contact: Meet} 

 

EM1 {This is my last word to you, he told hordes of journalists 

who chased him Thursday at his New York residence and U.N. 

headquarters seeking comment on his talks with the secretary-

general, his future and the war} 

 

EM2 {Annan also declined to comment on Thursday's meeting with Al-

Douri} 

 

EM3 {Annan said early Thursday before meeting Al-Douri that in 

talks with the envoy Monday, he didn't ask for an asylum or 

protection and he didn't ask me for help with his status} 

 

EM4 {Iraq's U.N. Ambassador Mohammed Al-Douri, the first Iraqi 

official to concede defeat in the U.S. led war, met privately with 

Secretary-General Kofi Annan, but refused to talk about rumors 

that he was planning to leave New York} 
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• Does not require the event sentences to be annotated with event participants as opposed 

to all the above related approaches except [23, 24, 26]. 

• Combines scores based on trigger words, entities, semantic similarity of nonentity words 

and timestamp and clusters documents using mincut clustering.  

 

• Uses raw sentences with entities identified as a pre-processing step. 

 

3. GRAPH BASED MODELLING 

Let VS= {v1, v2.., vn} be the set of vertices that represents event sentences of same type within a 

document and ES= {ed1, ed2.., edm} be the set of edges connecting the vertices and weight on 

each edge denotes the similarity score between the vertices connected by the edge. Now our 

problem is considered as dividing the graph into sub graphs which represent the group of 

sentences that represent an event instance. 

 

A graph can be divided into sub graphs using the well known min cut based graph clustering 

approach. Our approach employs min cut based clustering [5, 11, 12, 20] for the following 

reasons 

 

• It is a Bicriteria approach as it takes care of intercluster and intra cluster quality which 

produces best clusters. 

• The time complexity is |V| 

• “The minimum cut clustering technique creates clusters that have small inter cluster cuts 

and large intra cluster cuts. It provides strong connectedness within the cluster” [11]. 

Min-cut based clustering algorithm [11] is given in Table 2. As specified in [11] number of 

clusters created depends on the value of α.  It is empirically set with average of all scores within 

the document. 

Table 2. Cut clustering Algorithm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. CONSTRUCTING COREFERENCE MATRIX  

Coreference matrix is an N X N similarity matrix which is constructed for all pairs of same event 

type sentences in a document, where N is number of same event type sentences.  

 

Maria Recasal et al [16] stated that “Event coreference resolution can be solved using paraphrase 

resolution. Single event can be reported in many newspapers in different ways keeping same NP 

such as name, date and numbers unchanged”. We symbolize entities in each sentence with entity 

code and then the task of constructing coreference matrix for every pair of sentences becomes the 

similarity score calculation between paraphrasing pairs. Then we add time stamp based on 

annotations of ACE [1,21] for each time based word in the sentence. Corefering sentences may 

Cut Clustering Algorithm (G (V, E), α) 

{ 

Let V’ = V U t 

For all nodes v Є V 

Connect t to v with edge of weight α 

Let G (V’, E’) be the expanded graph after connecting t to V 

Calculate the minimum-cut tree T’ of G 

Remove t from T’ 

Return all connected components as the clusters of G  

}  
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have either all entities in common or some entities in common. Now the similarity scores between 

these paraphrases are identified [3, 9, 13] under four categories such as entity based score, 

semantic score trigger score and time based score using Jaccard coefficient [15]. 

 

Let 

        Ei ={ei1, ei2,., eix} be the set of entities in sentence ‘i’   

       Ti = {ti1, ti2, tiy} be the set of time based words in sentence ‘i’. 

       Wi = {wi1, wi2, wiy} be the set of other words in sentence ‘i’. 

        Si= Ei U Ti U Wi   where i =1. n. 

 

Entity based score (EBS) is calculated by finding the proportion of number of common entities 

with respect to average number of entities using eq.1.  

 

 
(1) 

 

Semantic score (SS) is calculated by finding the words except entities and finding the proportion 

of number of common words with respect to average number of words plus the proportion of 

number words that belong to the same synset [10,17]  with respect to the average number of 

words using eq.2  
 

 
           (2) 

 
where    

Trigger based score (TBS) is calculated by assigning weights to different levels of matching 

between the pairs. Weight w is assigned to same trigger words, weight 0.5w is assigned if trigger 

words belong to same synset and 0.25w is assigned if the semantic similarity score [22] of 

triggers are above as given in eq.3. 

 

                (3) 

where T is a threshold. 

 

Time based similarity score (TimS) is calculated by assigning weights based on time stamp. More 

than one time stamp is associated with the event based on the time based words such as now, 

yesterday etc. The time based score is assigned by finding the proportion of number of exact 

timestamp including day and hour with respect to average number of timestamps, and proportion 

of number of same day timestamp with respect to average number of timestamps using eq.4.  

                                (4) 

where        

The sum of all the four scores is the similarity score and it is assigned as edge weight of the 

graph. 
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5. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS 

5.1 Data and evaluation metric 

For our experiment we have used ACE 2005 corpus [1, 21]. It contains 599 documents in 

different categories such as newswire, newsgroups, weblogs, broadcast news, broadcast 

conversation, telephone speech transcripts. All event sentences of a particular type within a 

document are given as input and the clusters that represent set of sentences describing about the 

same event instance are obtained as output. 

  

As MUC metric does not give any credit for separating out singletons, we have adopted B-cubed 

measure for evaluation [2, 28], the best suited evaluation metric for coreference resolution. 

Assume ‘e’ is an event in a given document D and N is the total number of event instances in D. 

Let Ce be the number of correct elements in the output chain containing event e, and Re is the 

number of total elements in the output chain containing event e, and Te is the number of elements 

in the truth chain containing event e. Then the precision and recall are defined as follows. 

 

                  

(5)         

 

(6) 

The final precision and recall scores are computed by the following two formulae. 

 

 

(7) 

 

 

(8) 

Where wti is the weight assigned to event i in D. As given in [2] the weight wti for entity i is 

computed such that wti = 1/N.  

 

 
Figure 1. Comparison of results of Min cut clustering approach with 

 Nonparametric Bayesian model 
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5.2 Results and Discussion 

Fig.1 shows comparison of the results obtained by our approach with nonparametric Bayesian 

model [7]. Our approach shows promising result of 87.7% B-Cubed F measure. This work was 

motivated by the results of Z.Chen et al [6] which used features based on event participants, 

attributes and confirmed that the contribution of participants in event coreference is less. Our 

result confirms it and improves the coreference resolution task with the help of scores based on 

entity, trigger, semantic similarity and timestamp.  

 

Event though our approach achieves improvement in F-measure compared to nonparametric 

Bayesian model, it lags behind in recall with high precision [7]. This is because most of the 

incorrect clusters obtained by our approach are singletons. 

 

Fig.2 shows the results obtained by our approach using different combination of scores in 

coreference matrix. When we form clusters based on TWS and TimBS F-measure is slightly low 

compared to all the other combinations. TWS and EBS show improvement of 0.4% over TWS 

and TimBS and a 0.2% improvement over the remaining two combinations. Hence, rather than 

having data annotated with participants such as Agent, Victim, Instrument etc , similarity scores 

between sentences based on EBS and TBS improves the coreference resolution. 

 

In the above result, final f-measure gets reduced if we include TimBS. This is because, only 

limited number of the sentences in the data set have timestamps; So TimBS score in most of the 

sentence pair are 0. But TimBS is an important score which identifies the event that happen at the 

same time in real situation. If the percentages of sentences with time based annotations increases, 

then the result may further improve.  

 

 
Figure 2. Results obtained by our approach using different combination 

 of scores in coreference matrix 

6. CONCLUSION 

Our proposed approach formulates the event coreference resolution as a graph based clustering 

model. The clusters are found using minimum cut (mincut) based on similarity score between 

each pair of sentences at various levels such as trigger word similarity, time stamp match, 

semantic similarity and entity similarity. The main advantage of our approach is that it does not 

require event sentences to be annotated with participants of the event and it empirically achieves 
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good F-measure score compared to other approaches. Hence we conclude that, rather than having 

data annotated (time consuming process) with participants such as Agent, Victim, instrument etc. 

similarity scores between sentences based on EBS and TBS improves the event coreference 

resolution. 
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